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The interest to get into jobs in Indian government has been ingrained from a very early period in life.
After the Indian independence, people have dreamed of getting into a government job in whichever
sector they can get recruited. Of the many possibilities that are found in the sectors in the country,
defence and banking sectors are very much in favour. People from all parts of the country are
interested for jobs in these sectors because they provide people with multiple opportunities.

These sectors also are having the advantage that the jobs will be coming up year after year so that
people will get the chance, even after a number of years. The recruitment process will go on year
after year and so, people should prepare with all their dedication and interest. In the country, there
are many posts, especially related to these sectors where people can get into jobs at a very young
age. Some of the jobs available can be availed after graduation degrees when the students are
usually about the age of 21 and this is quite a young age for the students to get into jobs.

DRDO offers the junior research fellows-

For the engineering graduates in different streams, there are plenty of jobs in form of junior research
fellows. The minimum qualification for such job offers is BE or BSc, at which time, the students are
in their early twenties. At this age, entering into jobs and getting remunerations can be a great
opportunity, which very few people would want to leave. And when these opportunities are in an
organisation of the calibre of DRDO, then no one would let the chance go away. DRDO recruitment
is being sought by many such engineering graduates as they have in their hands, a great platform
for their careers.

Bank recruitment 2012 is alluring enough for the fresh graduates

When people complete their graduations, they are in a spot about getting into jobs of worth and
future prospects. Bank recruitment 2012 provides people with opportunities of building a strong
base to a lucrative career in the future. In the coming years, there will be a lot of vacancies for which
bank recruitment 2012 will be held. It is time that the students recognise the necessity to be
prepared, so that they can crack the entrance exams and put up a good show, so that their efforts
are productive. Since the bank recruitment 2012 would be based on entrance exams, the students
need to prepare for them to start a great banking career.

Serve the Indian army from a young age-

Indian army is a vast sector with postings throughout the country and at different levels. Starting
from havildars to the ranks of captains, there are plenty of requirements in the Indian army.
Appearing in the Indian army recruitment process can be fruitful for people as they prepare
themselves for being a part of this vast sector. There are posts for which the minimal qualification is
a graduate or even the 10+2, which means that students can start earning money from late teenage
or early twenties.

It is only a matter of grabbing the opportunities in different sectors such as banks and defence,
which will help them carve prosperous careers ahead. Plenty of recruitments are possible in these
sectors and people need to be alert to grab the opportunity as soon as it knocks on their doors.
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